Basic elements from a communicative strategic for the smoking control
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Abstract

Background: Societies where the public authorities had assumed a higher role respect to the smoking control had showed the benefits associated to the reduction from the smoking impact. For that it is necessary the designing of a communicative strategy focused on the public authorities to motive sufficiently them to be agreeing in the effective need about the smoking control.

Objective. To describe the main elements considering the designing a communicative strategy for the smoking control.

Materials and methods. Was made a descriptive research from the main elements considering the designing a communicative strategy for the smoking control. As teoric methods were utilized the analysis and synthesis, the inductive – deductive, the comparative and the historic – logic. As empiric method was utilized the bibliographic research.

Results. The strategy must be flexible and must be supported in a continued cycle process to make the necessary adjustments agree to obtain the main objective. This condition suggests that the strategy maker must demonstrate a diverse and strong professional formation.

Conclusion. The designed communicative strategy for the smoking control must be capable to provide answers for the questions what communicate, why communicate, how to communicate and when communicate agree to the public authorities’ characteristic.
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Background

Smoking is a risk factor close related with morbidity and mortality causes because of no communicable illness [1, 2]. These morbidity and mortality causes are the heavier around the world with specific variations agree to self-characteristic from each society [3, 4]. That’s why the smoking control must be prioritized in all social contexts [5, 6].

Public authorities play a significant role in the smoking control because of their social responsibility [7, 8]. In lasts decades, societies where the public authorities had assumed a higher role respect to the smoking control had showed the benefits associated to the reduction from the smoking impact [9, 10].

For that these authorities may assume a similar position in their respective managing level, they need understand detailly the general and particular actual needs from the smoking control [11, 12]. Then, it is necessary to develop a communicative strategy sufficiently efficient focused in the public authorities to obtain a general agreement about the real need about the smoking control [13, 14]. Front of this situation it is necessary to describe the main elements considering the designing a communicative strategy for the smoking control, being this the main objective from this research.

Materials and methods

Was made a descriptive research from the main elements considering the designing a communicative strategy for the smoking control. As teoric methods were utilized the analysis and synthesis, the inductive – deductive, the comparative and the historic – logic. As empiric method was utilized the bibliographic research.

Results

There are four elements that must define the communicative strategy for the smoking control. These are given by the following questions.

1) What communicate?
2) Why communicate?
3) How to communicate?
4) When communicate?
The first question is determined by the general and specific characteristic from the public policies decider in a way that this group understand the real existence of the actual necessity from the smoking control over the population where the public authorities are manager.

In a decider group with high homogenization from the professional formation the projection from the strategy must be more thorough and specific in professional terms closest related with decider professional behavior. By this way should be more probable that public authorities understand the whole dimension of smoking impact and then the real need from the smoking control in the population managed by them.

In a more heterogeneous decider group the communicative strategy must be more general and diverse in their arguments keeping the objective to motive the public policies to adopt a public position favorable to the smoking control [15].

High heterogeneousness demand least specificness from the communicative strategy but include the real risk from don’t value appropriately the real need about the smoking control in the population. For then, the communicative strategy must be highly thorough and diverse since the scientific point of view including all arguments needed to support the smoking control [16].

Usually the decider group is supported in specialist from several sciences. That’s why the communicative strategy will be more trustable while more extensive would be [17].

For example, in an epidemiologist group the detailed description from the smoking impact over the morbidity and mortality is an initial argument that justifies the real need to adopt effective measures carrying to reduce the consumption of cigarettes and tobaccos. In an economist group the cost – benefit relation may be decisive. In this case it isn’t sufficient with describe and/or quantify the high touchable social costs attributable to smoking. Also it is necessary to describe the same cost by the financial expression as social opportunity cost where be evident that the best scenario occurs in total absence of smoking and their consequences [18].

It is important to award the economic benefits related to the smoking existence. This don’t means to assume a position favorable to smoking. Don’t awards the whole dimension from these costs don’t eliminate the smoking or their consequences. However, award it may to identify the economic arguments supporting the existence of smoking in the researched population and the main opportunities related to the smoking researching to raise more and new scientific arguments to a better description from the smoking impact [19].

Higher heterogeneousness and homogeneuous from deciders carries to develop from the scientific convergence from several sciences. For example, arguments since the Health Economy must be minimally sufficient for that economist and health deciders be agree in the real need from the smoking control in the population managed.

The question why communicates? Needs be satisfied by the extensive explication of the general and particular arguments showing the objective need about the smoking control. In this case is important to identify and characterize the smoking consequences over the whole population. For then the inclusion of several knowledge areas is close important to obtain the main objective from the communicative strategy [20].

Also it is important make a similar analysis about costs and benefits from the whole actions close associated to the effective smoking reduction agree to the communicative strategy. All arguments must be highly developed in a way that may show that in each possible scenario considered the no existence of the smoking is always better [21].

The question how communicates? Needs be satisfied with the general and specific ways to expose arguments carrying to public policies deciders assume a favorable position agree to the smoking control. In this case it is important that each decider understand and be agreeing with all arguments supporting it by their own professional formation. In this case the strategy must obtain a uniform and sufficient convergence from deciders about the real need about the smoking control in the population [22].

The question when communicate? Carries to take account the more indicate moment to communicate the arguments supporting the designed strategy. It must not be assumed a passive position waiting the simple occurrence of the wished moment. It is important the creation of communicative spaces where public policy decision makers may assume an active position and establish a multidimensional interchangebetween deciders and strategy makers in away where decider’s arguments be more explicated [23].

It is important understand that this process may not be considered lineally. The strategy must be flexible and must be supported in a continued cycle process to make the necessities adjustments agree to obtain the main objective. This condition suggests that the strategy maker must demonstrate a diverse and strong professional formation [24].

Conclusion
The designed communicative strategy for the smoking control must be capable to provide answers for the questions what communicate, why communicate, how to communicate and when communicate agree to the public authorities’ characteristic.
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